OSU CASE COMPETITION - FRIDAY, MARCH 31, 2017 by Emily Harmeling ’18M and Tony Grisafo ’18M, Coaches

Two teams of students from the MHSA Class of 2019 competed in the 6th annual Ohio State University Case Competition in Columbus on Friday, March 31, 2017. The student-led teams were given just three weeks to analyze a mock case document designed to test their knowledge of healthcare challenges in areas like finance, operations, and strategy. On the day of the competition, each team presented a 15-minute solution followed by five minutes of Q&A with a distinguished panel of healthcare executives. The teams faced competition from 16 teams representing 12 health administration programs across the nation.

Case competitions provide an exceptional learning opportunity for students to tackle scenarios and issues healthcare professionals currently face. This year, the teams constructed creative and innovative strategies to address the 2015 Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act (MACRA). The judges commended the Xavier students on their thorough case analysis, critical thinking skills, and professional presentation. Xavier MHSA is proud of both teams for their diligent effort and excellent representation.

Members of Xavier’s “All for One: team:
(Left to Right)

Hannah Besl ’19M
Ross Cirincione ’19M
Amber Sain ’19M
Bailey Niekamp ’19M (team alternate)

Members of Xavier’s “One for All” team with second year coaches: (Left to Right)

Emily Harmeling ’18M, coach captain
Timothy Hsu ’19M
Jake Campbell ’19M (team alternate)
Deepika Vadlamani ’19M
Justin Grant ’19M
Joe Hayden ’18M, coach

Coaches not pictured:
Kelly Kleier ’18M
Tony Grisafo ’18M

HAPPY EASTER on Sunday, April 16, 2017. We wish you all blessings of this holy season.

Men and Women for Others: Thinkers, Inspirers, and Leaders in Health Services Administration